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One Iowa State professor who 
acts as a mentor to students of 
color is attempting to make the 
college experience more inclusive 
to diverse populations.
Starting as an undergraduate 
pursuing music education, Brian 
Burt switched gears to a degree in 
secondary English at Indiana Uni-
versity Bloomington, then higher 
education, eventually receiving a 
doctorate in it at the University of 
Michigan.
Now, Burt is at Iowa State and is 
continuing his research on black 
students, especially those in engi-
neering.
As an undergraduate at Indiana, 
his interest changed from music 
education to becoming a gradu-
ate student in higher education 
because many of his mentors were 
graduate and doctoral students.
“[They] opened my eyes to the 
possibility of being a graduate stu-
dent myself,” Burt said. “… it was 
early exposure to the fi eld [of higher 
education].”
As an undergraduate, Burt at-
tended National Association of 
Student Personnel Administrator 
conferences, which are usually at-
tended by graduate students and 
professionals.
“[It] was invaluable,” Burt said. 
“It exposed me to … the importance 
of doing professional development, 
but also just completely expanded 
my networks.”
Now as a professor, he encourag-
es his students to visit conferences 
to help them become comfortable 
and build relationships that will 
help them in the future.
When beginning his research, 
Burt became interested in gradu-
ate students’ experiences for a 
handful of reasons. He was invited 
to a research group conducted by 
Sharon Fries-Britt, who has become 
his mentor.
“Brian had an incredible energy 
and willingness to learn,” Fries-
Britt said.
Fries-Britt helped him work 
through the transition from Indiana 
University Bloomington to the Uni-
versity of Maryland, College Park.
The research focused on suc-
cessful black and latino physicists, 
which was the first time he had 
studied minority graduate students.
“[That] planted the earliest seed 
of a research agenda that I didn’t 
even know was on the horizon for 
me,” Burt said.
After graduating from Maryland, 
Burt attended the University of 
Michigan for his doctoral degree 
and started his master’s research, 
which focused on black graduate 
students in engineering.
His research at Michigan con-
cluded that it was much harder 
for black males, and he thinks this 
could be applied to Iowa State as 
well.
“But it’s not an Iowa State thing,” 
Burt said. “… It’s really not about 
the institution; it’s about the tradi-
tion and this legacy of science that 
people keep on perpetuating in very 
negative and unhealthy ways.”
Burt has also pointed out that the 
environment is more difficult for 
black students because of what they 
see in the buildings, classrooms and 
textbooks.
As an associate professor, Burt 
has been a mentor to students of 
color who come to him.
“I think that [being a mentor] 
is an unwritten benefit of being 
a faculty member of color,” Burt 
said. “You will always be sought out 
by other students of color, or even 
people from other marginalized or 
oppressed populations.”
Burt’s advice to underrepre-
sented students is simple.
“Know that you’re not alone,” he 
said. “Every single person of color 
has likely felt the same way. And be-
cause you’re not the only one, don’t 
feel like you can’t tell somebody or 
talk to somebody about it.”
B
e f o r e  a t t e n d i n g  I o w a 
State, Jeilah Seely, junior 
in advertising, attended 
East High School in Des 
Moines. At 15, she began enrolling 
at Des Moines Area Community 
College (DMACC) and Central Col-
lege for summer classes.
As the end of her high school 
career drew near, members of the 
community Seely lived in began to 
notice changes that raised enough 
concern for them to urge Seely’s 
family to take her to see a doctor. 
This was especially the case for her 
professors and academic advisers.
“My handwriting was getting 
crappy, the quality of my work was 
lower, I wasn’t getting through my 
books as fast and I was getting re-
ally confused,” Seely said. “I was 
looking tired in class. I wasn’t my 
normal peppy self.”
Seely has worn glasses since she 
was 7 years old. Her family had 
taken her to doctor’s visits on sev-
eral occasions with concerns about 
her vision.
“The doctors never thought any-
thing of it, so we didn’t think any-
thing of it,” Seely said. “My mom 
knew I was clumsy and got sick a 
lot. [Vomitting] is part of my dis-
order.”
At age 18, with the help of two 
Iowa State alumni, Seely was di-
agnosed with an accommodative 
dysfunction. The dysfunction has 
resulted in Seely developing an eye 
disorder. Seely said that whenever 
people ask, she usually just tells 
them that she is blind.
Accommodative dysfunction is a 
rare illness that causes symptoms 
to occur when individuals bearing 
the illness place strain on their eyes. 
With contacts or glasses, Seely can 
see 20/20, but her disorder presents 
challenges that go beyond sight.
“If it’s too sunny or I have to keep 
going [indoors and outdoors] or 
if someone hands me something 
with really small print, I get sick, 
my head hurts and then my vision 
starts to go away,” Seely said.
Iowa State’s Student Disabil-
At a university known for its 
prestigious STEM programs, 
one organization on campus is 
committed to helping students 
express themselves by cultivat-
ing their writing skills.
The Writing and Media Center 
(WMC) started in a small room 
at Ross Hall and was originally 
a component of the English de-
partment. 
After realizing the department 
was unable to financially sup-
port the center, the previous 
dean of students, Pamela An-
thony, agreed to move the center 
into her office.
Shortly after the move, the 
center was absorbed into the 
Hixon-Lied Academic Success 
Center, where it has served more 
than 2,300 students and contin-
ues to experience grow.
For this reason, Christa Tier-
nan, director of the Writing and 
Media Center, remains grateful 
of Anthony’s decision to make 
the organization a stand-alone 
cultivation center.
“Our growth has been really 
impactful on campus,” Tiernan 
said. “[The dean of students] as 
partners, are our stronger sup-
porters and they to talk to a lot 
of [different student groups] to 
push out the world about the 
Writing and Media Center.”
But the potential of the center 
was not always recognized. 
Nearly 24 percent of the thou-
sands of students who visited 
the WMC last fall came from the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ence, while 23 percent percent 
came from the College of Human 
Sciences and 19 percent from the 
College of Engineering.
Tiernan believes the center 
can continue to see an increase 
in student participation if more 
faculty and staff helped engage 
in the conversation.
Tiernan said the WMC has fo-
cused its commitment on “help-
ing students realize and achieve 
their own learning objectives.”
“We’re motivating students 
to know that being able to reach 
an intended audience with your 
intended message is kind of the 
point that we [should] all be go-
ing toward,” Tiernan said.
By Nik.Heftman
@iowastatedaily.com
By Alison.Boysen
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jessica.Enwesi
@iowastatedaily.com
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Professor works to make difference for students
Jack MacDonald/Iowa State Daily
Brian Burt, who got a degree in Secondary English from Indiana and a doctorate at 
Michigan, now continues his research of African American students at Iowa State. 
RARE
DISEASE
DAY
Students share stories of living with disabilities
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Diagnosed with accommodative dysfunction of the eye during her 
senior year of high school, Jeilah Seely, junior in advertising, enjoys 
painting in her free time. 
RARE p3
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
PART 4
To tie off Black His-
tory Month, Iowa State’s 
Black Student Alliance and 
Womyn of Colour Network 
have collaborated to host a 
showing of the documen-
tary “A Place of Rage.”
The documentary fea-
tures activists Angela Da-
vis, Alice Walker and June 
Jordan as they discuss their 
views on civil rights, black 
power and feminist move-
ments through the lens of 
black women.
“A Place of Rage” (1991) 
shares the story of two fe-
male activists and projects 
the perspective of a wom-
en during the civil rights 
movements in the 1960s.
The documentary won 
Best Historical Documen-
tary at the National Black 
Programming Consortium 
in the United States. In 
1992 and the Audience 
Award Feature Length 
Documentary at the Paris 
International Lesbian and 
Feminist Film Festival in 
2007.
The documentary sets 
the stage for discussions 
about racism, class, sexual-
ity and gender. It also aims 
to share the importance of 
African-American women 
and their roles during the 
civil rights movement.
Walker also shares high-
lights of her own experi-
ences and prompts a dis-
cussion about the role of 
a women activists in the 
United States in the past 
compared to the present.
The documentary will be 
shown at 7 p.m. Tuesday in 
268 Carver Hall.
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TUESDAY
Chance of rain 53
32
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Feb. 24
Arieanna Murley, 18, of 285 
Richardson Court Unit 311, 
Ames, Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxi‑
cation at Welch Avenue and 
Hunt Street at 12:43 a.m.
An officer assisted an indi‑
vidual who was experienc‑
ing medical difficulties. The 
person was transported to a 
medical facility for treatment 
at 42 Frederiksen Court at 
12:59 a.m.
Asia Brown, 21, of 1400 Co‑
conino Road Unit 119, Ames, 
Iowa, was cited for driving 
under suspension and pos‑
session of drug paraphernalia 
at Mortensen Road and State 
Avenue at 2:21 a.m.  
An individual reported the 
theft of items from a vehicle 
at Lot 59D at 7:45 a.m.
An individual reported a pos‑
sible fraud at 2229‑1150 Lin‑
coln Way at 2:40 p.m.
An officer investigated a prop‑
erty damage collision at Lin‑
coln Way and Beach Ave at 
5:17 p.m.
An off icer  investigated a 
property damage collision at 
Mortensen Road and State 
Avenue at 5:14 p.m.
An officer investigated a prop‑
erty damage collision at Wal‑
lace Road and Osborn Drive 
at 5:47 p.m. 
An officer investigated a prop‑
erty damage collision at Beach 
Avenue and Lincoln Way at 
5:44 p.m. 
An officer investigated a prop‑
erty damage collision at Veen‑
ker Drive and Stange Road at 
6:01 p.m.
An off icer  investigated a 
property damage collision at 
Dotson Drive and Mortensen 
Road at 6:16 p.m.  
Feb. 24
Danielle Robertson‑Soucie, 
23, of 2374 Edenburn Drive, 
Ames, Iowa, was cited for pos‑
session of drug paraphernalia 
at 60 Schilletter Village at 1:15 
a.m. 
Ryan Robertson, 26, of 2374 
Edenburn Drive Unit A, Ames, 
Iowa, was cited for possession 
of drug paraphernalia at 60 
Schilletter Village at 1:15 a.m. 
Ashley Moore, 20, of 2007 
Greeley Street, Ames, Iowa, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated at 
203 Beedle Drive at 2:13 a.m.  
Andreas Vatsveen,  20, of 
1 2 0 6  S  4 t h  S t .  U n i t  3 0 1 , 
Ames, Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated at 203 Welch Av‑
enue at 2:41 a.m.
An individual reported the 
theft of items from a vehicle 
at 100‑Blk Sheldon Avenue at 
10:05 a.m.  
An officer investigated a prop‑
erty damage collision at Lot C5 
at 5:54 p.m. 
Logan Darnell,  20, of 111 
Lynn Ave Unit 306A, Ames, 
Iowa, was cited for possession 
of alcohol under the legal age 
at Lynn Avenue and Lincoln 
Way at 10:40 p.m.
Mark Iwasyk Jr., 22, of 2040 
Longroad Unit 165A, Ames, 
I o w a ,  w a s  a r r e s t e d  a n d 
charged with public intoxica‑
tion at 119 Stanton Avenue at 
11:17 p.m.
Feb. 25
Benjamin Hansen ,  18, of 
212 Beyer Court Unit 3335, 
Ames, Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica‑
tion at Union Drive and Beyer 
Court at 12:41 a.m. 
 
An officer assisted an indi‑
vidual who was experienc‑
ing medical difficulties. The 
person was transported to a 
medical facility for treatment 
at Larch Hall at 3:16 a.m.
 
An officer investigated a prop‑
erty damage collision at Lot 
112H at 6:44 a.m.  
 
An individual reported the 
theft of shoes. The items were 
later returned to the owner 
at 81 Frederiksen Court at 
9:41 p.m.
The information in the log comes from 
the ISU and City of Ames police depart‑
ments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law 
are innocent until proven guilty in a 
court of law.
POLICE BLOTTER
CORRECTIONS
The Iowa State Daily wel‑
comes comments and sug‑
gestions or complaints about 
errors that warrant correction. 
To submit a correction, please 
contact our editor at 515‑294‑
5688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
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Curious what Iowa State 
students think about differ-
ent aspects of the Ames 
community? Head over to 
our website and check out 
Student Choice.
Rare Disease Day 2017 
is to raise awareness with 
policy makers and the pub-
lic of rare diseases. Find 
videos about ISU students 
effected online.
We’ve compiled a lost 
of vacation items people 
need if they are going on 
vacation along things they 
need no matter where they 
go.
Ames music ian Ben 
Schrag was on the Acous-
tic Lounge last Monday. 
Check out details about 
him and his music online 
at iowastatedaily.com.
Students had the option 
to attend a Culinary Boot 
Camp and learn how to 
enjoy eating while creating 
delicious meals on Monday. 
Find the full story online.
The Iowa State women’s 
basketball team squared 
off against Oklahama State 
on Monday evening. Check 
out our photo gallery on 
Twitter @isdphoto.
CALENDAR
Feb.28
Men’s basketball: 8 p.m. at 
Hilton Coliseum. Iowa State 
vs. Oklahoma State.
Cost: Limited availability
NEWS
SUSTAINAPALOOZA 
KICKS OFF
Join The Green Umbrel-
la, the Office of Sustain-
ability and the Council on 
Sustainability for the fourth 
annual Sustainapalooza. 
An event focused on green 
and sustainable initiatives, 
accomplishments, and op-
portunities at Iowa State 
and in the Ames commu-
nity. Read more about the 
event online.
Kylie Kost/Iowxa State Daily
Aspen Pflanz (right), senior in history, conducts a conversation covering presidential executive 
orders during the Art and Issues event Monday at the Christian Petersen Art Museum.
BUILDING COMMUNITY ON CAMPUS
SNAPSHOT
‘A Place of Rage’ 
By Lesly.Espinoza
@iowastatedaily.com
Dineh Bohan/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State junior Rebecca Johnson explains her project Monday during the Symposium on Sustainability 
in the South Ballroom of the Memorial Union. The symposium featured several projects from students and 
faculty.
SYMPOSIUM FEATURES WORK ON SUSTAINABILITY
SNAPSHOT
The beginning of Body 
Image and Eating Disorder 
Awareness Week, BIEDAW, 
took place in the lobby of 
LeBaron Hall early Monday 
morning, with the BIEDA 
club handing out small 
treats from local businesses 
at an event titled “Honor 
Your Hunger.”
Cassidy Boe, co-pres-
ident of BIEDA, said the 
event is in the name to re-
mind people “basically to 
honor your hunger.”
“We encourage mindful 
eating, so if you’re hungry, 
have a snack,” Boe said. 
“Don’t be afraid to eat a 
treat.”
The club went around 
to local businesses that 
sell baked goods and told 
them their mission, Boe 
said. Many were excited to 
help and sponsor the event.
Some snacks at their 
table included bananas, 
muffins, apples and Kind 
bars. Insomnia cookies 
came later.
Overall, BIEDAW focuses 
on promoting body positiv-
ity and spreading aware-
ness. Although BIEDAW 
is local to Iowa State, it is 
done in conjunction with 
National Eating Disorder 
Awareness Week.
Megan O’Donnell,  a 
member of BIEDA, hopes 
that this week will open 
students’ eyes to the reality 
of body positivity.
“There is more to body 
positivity than just working 
out and eating,” she said. 
“It’s about being mindful 
and happy with yourself.”
She wants to get across to 
everyone on campus that 
“you only have one body, 
and you have to treat it well, 
and you have to be posi-
tive.”
B o e  a n d  O ’ D o n n e l l 
agreed that busy students 
who still want to participate 
in BIEDAW should attend 
the “Embrace” documen-
tary at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
O’Donnell recommends 
students suffering from 
eating disorders or poor 
body image to visit Student 
Counseling Services or the 
new Student Wellness Cen-
ter for guidance.
By Emily.Hammer
@iowastatedaily.com
BIEDAW week kicks off
W h e n  s o m e o n e  s a y s  t h e 
words “eating disorder,” the fi rst 
thought is usually of anorexia or 
bulimia.
But a lot of media organiza-
tions,  educators  and 
medical  practit io-
ners fail to tell the 
general public 
a b o u t  t h e 
o t h e r 
eating disorders — disorders 
that people are not aware of, 
like binge eating, night eating 
syndrome, purging disorder, di-
abulimia and orthorexia.
“People do know so much 
about like anorexia and buli-
mia,” said Samantha Glaser, co-
president of the 
Body Image 
and Eating 
Disorder 
Awareness club. “I think they 
just don’t understand [the other 
eating disorders.] They will be 
like, ‘OK, why are you doing that, 
just stop.’ And people don’t know 
about [them] and that [they’re] 
actually a thing that affect peo-
ple.”
There are many misconcep-
tions about eating disorders and 
what qualifi es someone to be di-
agnosed with an eating disorder.
Whether it causes distress is 
one of the biggest things that 
guides all mental health disorder 
diagnoses.
“We are really looking at how 
this affects somebody’s quality 
of life and how pervasive is it in 
their life,” said Taylor Locker, 
psychologist and eating disorder 
coordinator at Student Counsel-
ing Services. “So to get a diag-
nosis for an eating disorder, it 
has to be happening at a relative 
frequency that causes distress.”
One of the main misconcep-
tions that people have about 
eating disorders is that to have 
an eating disorder, you have to 
be underweight.
“A lot of people think, ‘I don’t 
have an eating disorder if I’m 
not thin,’” Locker said. “Real-
ly, if somebody has obsessive 
thoughts and they are restricting 
their food intake and they are 
afraid of fat, they can still have 
an eating disorder. They just may 
not have that component of being 
underweight. It can still remain 
lethal for them because it can 
still mess up their electrolytes, 
their kidney function and liver 
function.”
Another misconception that 
people have when it comes to 
eating disorders is that an eating 
disorder means a lack of food 
intake.
“It’s just so simple in other 
people’s heads who haven’t dealt 
with it or heard about,” said Gla-
ser, who experienced binge eat-
ing. “With anorexia or bulimia, 
it’s OK if you need to go get help 
to figure out the problem and 
get better, but with binge eating, 
it’s just like, ‘OK, don’t eat that 
much.’ But it’s not controllable.”
For Glaser, explaining the ac-
tion was easier than explaining 
why she did it.
“Everything around you, you 
just literally want to consume,” 
Glaser said. “There is sometimes 
not a reason behind it. You just 
can’t control yourself almost. 
It’s not hard to explain, but the 
reasoning behind it is kinda hard 
to explain.”
While some eating disorders 
have to do with the consumption 
of food, night eating syndrome 
has to do with the time of day the 
person is consuming their meals.
“A lot of the time people will 
wake up hungry in the morning 
because they often haven’t eaten 
all night long, but for someone 
who has night eating syndrome, 
they often don’t feel that hunger 
until often late in the day. And 
then in the late time of the day 
and sometimes even into the 
overnight hours, the individual 
is eating their primary amount 
of food,” Locker said. “They often 
feel guilty or ashamed about their 
food intake, and it can often feel 
out of control for them.”
In 2017, with health and fi tness 
trends rising, professionals are 
seeing more cases of orthorexia. 
Locker said orthorexia is contro-
versial because some people say 
it’s more of an obsessive disorder, 
while others believe it’s more of 
an eating disorder.
“Functionally, it can really look 
like an eating disorder,” Locker 
said. “An individual [with or-
thorexia] has a really high obses-
sion with purity and quality of 
food. 
“It can kind of start out often 
as a ‘I want to be healthier,’ and 
the person really might try to 
limit things that they believe are 
unhealthy for them.”
Limiting food makes the eating 
behavior dangerous.
“It often turns into really ob-
sessive preoccupation, to very 
limited food intake,” Locker said.
ity services have provided 
Seely with adequate ac-
commodation for her aca-
demic success. Seely’s dis-
order requires font sizes, 
extra time on exams and 
surveillance to ensure that 
she doesn’t lose conscious-
ness during class.
When not in class, Seely 
can be found painting in 
her apartment. She hopes 
to manifest this hobby into 
a small business.
“I downplay what it is 
that I have because I’m 
just not the victim type 
[of] person,” Seely said. 
“What I can’t downplay are 
what my accommodations 
have done for me and how 
much they’ve helped me 
get where I am.”
Seely urged other stu-
dents to own their disabili-
ties. She said she can relate 
to students who are afraid 
to be open about their ill-
ness.
“Don’t let people limit 
you,” Seely said. “There’s 
a lack of understanding 
and information, so people 
don’t realize they’re be-
ing difficult. Just because 
you don’t see [the dis-
ease] doesn’t mean it’s not 
there.”
Heather Reimers, senior 
in apparel merchandising 
and design, said the lack 
of understanding spans 
beyond that of students to 
members of the universi-
ty’s administration as well.
Reimers was born with 
osteogenesis imperfecta 
(OI), a rare genetic disorder 
characterized by bones 
that break easily, often 
from little or no apparent 
cause.
The number of people 
affected with OI in the 
United States is unknown. 
The best estimate suggests 
a minimum of 20,000 and 
possibly as many as 50,000 
people are affected, ac-
cording to oif.org.
As a result of the disease, 
Reimers has been confi ned 
to a wheelchair her whole 
life thus far.
“I’ve had to fi ght a lot of 
battles within my own ma-
jor of getting accommoda-
tions,” Reimers said. “I’ve 
received a lot of negative 
reminders that [I] prob-
ably can’t do [things] like 
everyone else, but I can 
always fi nd different ways 
to do things.”
Born and raised in Des 
Moines, Reimers had al-
ways housed a love for 
fashion. She realized dur-
ing her senior year in high 
school that she wanted 
to do something in the 
realm of creativity as a ca-
reer choice. Reimers said 
that Iowa State’s fashion 
program drew her to the 
campus.
Reimers is also a mem-
ber of Gamma Rho Lambda 
National Sorority, a mul-
ticultural social sorority 
for women, trans-women, 
trans-men and non-binary 
students. She was a found-
ing member of Iowa State’s 
chapter, having joined in 
2014.
Reimers had to learn to 
adapt and think outside of 
the box growing up. She 
said that her biggest chal-
lenges yet have not been 
physical, but social.
“ B e i n g  t r e a t e d  a n d 
looked at like I was 5 years 
old [was a challenge],” Re-
imers said. “Growing up, 
people would talk down to 
me a lot. Getting people to 
look past the wheelchair 
and look at the mind [has 
always been a challenge].”
Though the students in 
her department have been 
accepting of Reimers and 
her condition, she said that 
most of her problems have 
come from the administra-
tive level of her college.
“I had some moments 
where I thought I should 
give up and switch majors,” 
Reimers said. “But I guess 
my mentality that I’ve had 
since I was a kid, that ‘I’m 
going to prove you wrong’ 
attitude, has pushed me 
through.”
Though she is confined 
to a wheelchair, Reimers 
requires no assistance to 
complete essential tasks. 
Reimers has aspirations 
of working for her dream 
company, Patagonia, post 
graduation.
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Maplewood Apartments
1108 S 4th Street
2-3 Bedroom Units Include:
water, cable, internet, 
free parking, on CyRide route
www.rentshriver@gmail.com
515-460-6660
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SAVE $1
ON THE PURCHASE 
OF A BLIZZARD*
(small, medium or large)
SAVE $1
ON ANY 
SPECAL COMBO
Coupon Expires 5/31/17
Limit 1 Coupon per order per visit. 
Not valid on $5 lunch
Please present this coupon before ordering. 
Redeemable only on items selling at regular price. This 
coupon not redeemable with any other coupon offer and 
is valid only at partcipating Dairy Queen® Stores
Coupon Expires 5/31/17
Limit 1 Coupon per order per visit. 
Please present this coupon before ordering. 
Redeemable only on items selling at regular price. This coupon not re-
deemable with any other coupon offer and is valid only at partcipating 
Dairy Queen® Stores
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EVERYDAY 11–4
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: 
Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!
 Summer/Seasonal Positions Available A variety of summer (3-4 months) and seasonal (4-9 months) po-sitions available, working for the City of West Des Moines Parks and Recreation and Public Services Departments.  Postings periodically updated. Go to www.wdm.iowa.gov for description, salary and to apply on-line.  Any questions can be directed to Hu-man Resources at 515-222-3616 or humanresourc-es@wdm.iowa.gov.  Equal Opportunity Employer   Earn up to $1000 and more a week to assemble our 
disc cases from home.  www.DiscJob.com 
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY
1,2,3 &4 Bedroom apartments and houses avail-
able August 1st. All Close to campus. Call 515-291-
7000 for details. 
FOR RENT FOR RENT
Understanding the ‘other’ eating disorders
Professor works toward 
equity in classroom
RARE p1   
BIEDA  p6
P r o f e s s o r  M i c h a e l 
Young’s passion for mathe-
matics began at a young age.
It led him to join a math 
competition that involved 
schools in Jacksonville, 
Florida, in the fourth and 
fi fth grade.
“Me and two girls did all 
the mathematics for my 
school,” Young said.
Young is an assistant pro-
fessor in Iowa State’s De-
partment of Mathematics. 
He’s collaborated with oth-
ers to establish initiatives 
to help students of color 
succeed in mathematics, 
including academic group 
MOCA, the Mathematicians 
of Color Alliance.
In the second grade, 
Young took a standardized 
test and received a perfect 
score. Young would later 
attend a gifted program dur-
ing the end of his elemen-
tary years. He was the only 
black student in his grade 
level in the program. He 
would go on to attend a col-
lege prep school, which took 
the best students from the 
local area. His mathemati-
cal abilities were highly ac-
knowledged during his high 
school years.
“I  was the substitute 
teacher when my calculus 
teacher was absent,” Young 
said.
Young struggled in decid-
ing his college of choice, for 
he didn’t have any mentors 
or family members to seek 
guidance. He decided on 
being a math major because 
it was something he was 
good at. 
He chose to attend the 
University of Florida, a 
school that provided him a 
full-ride scholarship. 
While involved in the Uni-
versity of Florida’s math 
program, Young found him-
self involved as a teaching 
assistant for three pre-cal-
culus recitation and teach-
ing assistant in summer 
math programs.
“ T h e y  p r e p a r e d  m e 
enough to go to graduate 
school,” Young said.
Young decided to attend 
Carnegie Mellon University, 
a private research college in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
with a much smaller en-
rollment compared to the 
University of Florida.
“The school was hard for 
me culturally,” Young said. 
“Even among the black peo-
ple, I was different.”
In 2010, Young began his 
employment at Iowa State, 
and in 2013, he was ap-
proached to join the Debt-
M program. The program 
started in Pittsburgh as a 
summer program for Pitts-
burgh public school teach-
ers to see how math and the 
importance of equity in the 
classroom overlap.
“One of my Ph.D. advisers 
started with the Debt-M and 
had asked me to come in as 
a supportive role,” Young 
said. 
The adviser that intro-
duced Young to the program 
would step down. The pro-
gram asked if Young could 
expand his role.He agreed 
and began to coordinate 
the mathematical problems 
given to the teachers during 
the math portion summer 
training program.Young 
hopes to find people dedi-
cated and wanting to take 
the initiative.
“Most of the education 
system in the United States 
is designed for white stu-
dents and white men,” 
Young said. “I don’t see any 
policies to help system in 
the future.”
Young also sees the strug-
gle especially for students 
who don’t have parents 
supporting their education 
nor knows how to navigate. 
Young also believes that 
there’s a lot of current poli-
cies that still encourages 
segregation within the edu-
cation system.
Young believes that better 
understanding racism and 
trying to combat the ongo-
ing issue can even improve 
classroom settings.
“You perform better for 
people you trust,” Young 
said.
If teachers and students 
connect with one another, 
Young believes graduation 
rates will improve and peo-
ple will be able to obtain 
better-paying jobs.
“We need administra-
tion talking to us about it,” 
Young said. “We need them 
disrupting the system in an 
effective way.”
By Whitney.Mason
@iowastatedaily.com
By Maya.Minocha
@iowastatedaily.com
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Heather Reimers was born with osteogenesis imperfecta, a disorder 
that affects the strength of bones in the body.
Photo illustration by 
Emily Blobaum/Iowa 
State Daily
Samantha Glaser 
said she followed 
more than 200 
fitness accounts on 
Instagram at the 
time of her eating 
disorder.
In May 2016, Chance the Rapper 
released his third mixtape, “Coloring 
Book.” Before the release, Chance was 
a hip-hop artist from Chicago who 
had already released two mixtapes, 
“10 Day” and “Acid Rap,” the latter of 
which gained him national attention 
and hordes of fans. He turned that 
attention into collaborations with 
Kanye West, a nationwide tour and an 
incredible amount of hype for “Color-
ing Book.”
Fast forward to the 59th Annual 
Grammy Awards, where Chance the 
Rapper won three Grammys, includ-
ing Best New Artist, Best Rap Album 
and Best Rap Performance. Oh, did I 
mention that he did all of this without 
selling one record or being signed to a 
major record label?
Looking at the enormous success of 
Chance the Rapper offers us a chance 
to re-evaluate how a new artist can be-
come successful in the music industry. 
In the past, artists had to sign to major 
record labels, like Universal or Sony, 
in order to succeed. But now, with in-
novative music technology and simpler 
avenues to releasing music, the path 
to success as an independent artist is 
more possible than ever.
Signing to a major record company 
now has major benefits. There is a 
healthy amount of capital for creat-
ing, marketing and distributing music, 
powerful connections in the music 
industry, and once you sign, you have 
that company’s reputation and cred-
ibility behind you. These advantages 
are huge for artists hoping to become 
superstars.
But amid these advantages are also 
toxic negatives. Typically, record deals 
heavily favor the company when it 
comes to collecting profits. It can be 
difficult to negotiate a healthy deal with 
a multimillion-dollar company that has 
better lawyers and much more negoti-
ating power. You may lose ownership 
of your music, or the company could 
take a large percentage of every dollar 
you make. Record deals can be benefi-
cial, but there is an enormous amount 
of risk and negotiating to be done if you 
want to get a lucrative deal.
If you do get signed, there are also 
many problems that can arise once 
becoming a company’s artist. Record 
companies are businesses, and they 
are run as such. You are not their only 
artist, and it is easy to become over-
shadowed or lost in a sea of newly-
signed artists. There is also the issue 
of control. Many record companies 
exercise almost excessive control over 
their artists. This can be done creatively 
by deciding what their sound is or how 
many tracks their album can be. It can 
also be done by how they market an 
artist and how they brand someone’s 
music and image.
So what’s the alternative?
The alternative is going at it on your 
own, whether that means you are 
completely independent or sign to a 
small, independent label. Setting out 
completely alone seems daunting, but 
it is easier than you may think. Music 
technology has only gotten cheaper 
and easier to access over the past few 
decades. With a Google search, you can 
quickly learn how to set up your own 
personal, at-home studio and cheaply 
buy the equipment to do that.
Anyone who has a Mac has free ac-
cess to GarageBand, a program that 
was designed to be a “music creation 
studio right inside your Mac.” There 
are also other software programs, like 
ProTools, that are cheaper alternatives 
to expensive, professional studios. 
The best part is that these alternatives 
sound just as polished and professional 
as a legitimate studio.
Distributing music is also becoming 
increasingly simple. There are multiple 
streaming services, like SoundCloud 
and YouTube, that allow artists to freely 
upload their music to. Websites like 
DistroKid allow independent artists to 
cheaply distribute their music across 
major platforms, like Apple Music and 
Spotify. Social media has also become 
an important place for artists to gain 
exposure. Twitter and Facebook are 
easy and free places to market your 
music to thousands of people without 
leaving your living room.
One of the most important aspects 
of being independent is the control 
you have. This can result in a higher 
quality of music that isn’t made simply 
to be a hit.
The bottom line is that making it on 
your own has never been easier. This 
change in creating music has opened 
up opportunities for independent 
artists to have substantial success 
without sacrificing their creativity or 
money. Being an independent artist is 
a completely legitimate way to become 
successful in the music industry.
Artists with the right drive and mo-
tivation can find ways to become suc-
cessful on their own and without sac-
rificing their talent. Signing to a major 
record label is no longer a requirement 
for success, but rather an option. It will 
take more time and dedication, but in 
the end, it will result in more musical 
freedom and improved sound.
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Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
State Sen. Mark Chelgren, R-Ottumwa, pictured 
above, has recently proposed a “partisan bal-
ance bill” to the Iowa Senate.
Partisan  
balance bill
discriminates
unreasonably
A bill has been proposed in our 
Iowa Senate that would compulsorily 
create political diversity in our state 
university’s faculty population. The 
bill—Senate File 288—proposed by 
Sen. Mark Chelgren, R-Ottumwa, 
would freeze the hiring of new teach-
ing professionals until the registered 
number of Democrats and Republi-
cans among them reached numbers 
within 10 percent of each other.
A similar bill, out of the state of 
North Carolina’s legislature, called for 
the faculties of the University of North 
Carolina’s public universities to be 
equally balanced—to the degree that 
they be adjusted to reflect the state’s 
party-registered voting population. 
The bill was shelved this past Monday 
night.
But back to Iowa: As a means of ac-
complishing this balance, Chelgren’s 
proposed bill demands that “the state 
commissioner of elections shall coop-
erate with the board and furnish, free 
of charge, voter registration records” of 
each and every faculty member.
Short of this bill’s arguable Constitu-
tionality, short of its possibly affecting 
our state universities’ accreditation, 
short of its being such a heavy-handed 
government intervention in a sector 
generally reserved from at least as 
bold engineering as this, it is entirely, 
unforgivingly unethical.
It is our government funded state 
universities’ duties to seek out the 
most intelligent, trained, qualified 
teaching professionals it can. To dis-
criminate against these candidates 
based upon their personal political 
preferences is downright immoral, and 
perfectly counter-productive. This is to 
say nothing of the undoubtedly bloody 
legal battles that legislation like this 
would entail.
As a qualifier, the bill allows that 
those who declare “a no party affilia-
tion need not be considered in deter-
mining the political party composition 
of the faculty.”
Is this the direction that we’ll head? 
Will each and every hopeful young 
teaching professional, wishing to join 
the faculty at one of our state universi-
ties, be forced into either crossing his 
or her fingers and hoping their de-
clared political affiliation land on the 
right side of the chopping block—or, 
conversely, being cowed into declaring 
no political affiliation at all?
There’s no place for this nonsense 
in our institutes of higher learning. 
It’s in their name; they serve a higher 
purpose. Their purpose is to educate 
our youth. And to so unreservedly, 
arbitrarily politicize the hiring of these 
educators is a violation of all they stand 
for. We could only imagine how other 
states—other developed countries, 
even—would balk if such legislation 
came to pass, and we could not be 
surprised by it.
 Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
Grammy Award-winning Chance the Rapper is an independent artist, meaning he hasn’t 
signed with a major record label.
No label? No problem
Chance the Rapper’s 
success story paves 
the way forward
By Isaac.Sinclair
@iowastatedaily.com
The dangers of undermining the media
Since his inauguration on Jan. 
20, President Donald J. Trump 
has called many of the leading 
press and media organizations 
in this country peddlers of what 
he deems “fake news.” In a vari-
ety of tweets, press conferences 
and interviews, Mr. Trump has 
made it abundantly clear that 
news outlets the American peo-
ple have relied upon for years, 
including ABC, CBS, CNN, NBC 
and the New York Times, are, in 
his eyes, unworthy of their trust.
This accusation, while gener-
ally groundless, has gained an 
alarming amount of traction in 
the last couple of weeks with the 
general public, as evidenced in 
a recent Emerson College Poll. 
Members of the public who 
still trust in these organizations 
are often left wondering how a 
majority of the U.S. population 
could be found to distrust them. 
The answer may actually be sur-
prisingly similar to accusations 
of psychopathy in everyday 
people.
Trump declaring media as 
peddlers of “fake news” is much 
like an average person being ac-
cused of being a psychopath. Al-
though a trained eye, or maybe 
a dedicated fact-checker, could 
likely see the falsehood, the av-
erage person, who has to spend 
a substantial amount of time at 
work or chasing the kids, would 
be left to trust the accuser, es-
pecially if that accuser holds the 
highest public office in the land.
This is due to the fact that a 
psychopath, while lacking many 
of the things that we consider 
essential parts of humanity, 
including guilt, empathy, com-
passion and love, still maintains 
a convincing façade. A psycho-
path, by definition, is naturally 
good at blending into society 
and appearing for all intents 
and purposes to be a normal 
everyday person. Therefore, 
it is incredibly hard to argue 
that you are not a psychopath, 
because you cannot argue nor-
malcy as evidence against the 
accusation.
In the same way, by declar-
ing the stories of the New York 
Times or CNN to be “fake,” 
Trump undermines their ability 
to argue otherwise. Once your 
stories have been called fake, 
any story you publish arguing 
otherwise can be similarly dis-
credited by simply saying that it 
is also “fake.” Our only option at 
that point is to fact-check every 
story published or broadcast 
to verify even the smallest de-
tails, something many everyday 
Americans simply don’t have 
the time to do.
By creating this sort of cir-
cular argument and pushing 
it to the masses, Mr. Trump 
has started a dangerous and 
potentially lasting cycle of un-
dermining American trust and 
values. The media, be it in print 
or on TV, has long been the 
first to give voice to prominent 
social issues, from civil rights to 
the violation of public trust by 
elected officials.
Built upon generations of 
muckraking and coverage of 
our nation’s most important 
events, the reputation of these 
organizations has been earned 
with hard work, dedication and 
belief in freedom of the press. 
However, as many people know, 
trust is hard won and easily lost.
Once someone like Trump 
starts to attack the foundations 
of that trust, the cracks quickly 
expand. These cracks are only 
spread further by the public 
turning to news sources that 
are less subject to mainstream 
criticism who find it easier to get 
away with unverified or unsub-
stantiated reporting.
Once this process is taken into 
account, it is easy to see how so 
many people could lose trust in 
the media so quickly, although 
Gallup polls would indicate that 
this trend started earlier than 
some may recognize. It is also 
easy to see how counterproduc-
tive to Mr. Trump’s own goals 
this type of accusation is.
At some point, the president 
of the United States will need 
to rely on the media to dispel 
their message or their policy. 
If Trump continues to work 
against the credibility of the 
new agencies so adept at doing 
just that, he will eventually find 
that he has drilled holes in his 
own ship.
It is important then that Mr. 
Trump begins to repair the 
foundation he has so quickly 
started to crumble. In many 
ways this is not a process that 
would be hard to do. In fact, 
all it takes is a simple change 
in vocabulary. In his interviews 
and press conferences, when 
pressed, the president has ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with 
negative portrayals of stories 
he recognizes as foundation-
ally true.
What Mr. Trump is actually 
pointing out is a problem that 
has been around as long as news 
has, media bias, the use of spe-
cific wording and careful selec-
tion of interviews, hosts and sto-
ries to portray a more negative 
or positive image of a subject. If 
Mr. Trump would start asking 
for more neutral coverage of his 
policies and actions from not 
only organizations that typically 
disagree with him, like CNN, 
but also with organizations that 
tend to be biased in favor of him, 
like Fox News, rather than de-
claring news that seems biased 
against him as “fake,” he would 
be doing both sides a favor.
If he chooses instead to con-
tinue on this path of sabotaging 
mainstream media, the sourc-
es of news and information 
most available to Americans, 
be they supporters or “Never-
Trumpers,” he will have set the 
nation on a dangerous course 
toward ignorance and disen-
franchisement.
Only time will tell, but here’s 
to hoping that he makes the 
right decision.
By Jake Rector
Senior in animal ecology 
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On an emotional senior 
night at Hilton Coliseum, 
Iowa State women’s bas-
ketball dominated in its 
fifth straight victory, beat-
ing Oklahoma State 61-48.
Iowa State (18-11, 9-9 
B i g  1 2 )  a n d  O k l a h o m a 
State (16-12, 6-11 Big 12) 
both came in the night rid-
ing a wave of momentum 
and with hopes of securing 
a spot in the NCAA tourna-
ment
All four seniors on the 
roster started the game 
for the Cyclones, but this 
night belonged to senior 
Seanna Johnson. 
With her entire family 
at the game, Johnson got 
started early and domi-
nated for 38 minutes un-
til she was taken out to a 
standing ovation from the 
large Hilton crowd.
Johnson finished her 
career at Hilton Coliseum 
with an 18-point, 14-re-
bound performance, lead-
ing the team in both cat-
egories. 
She also recorded her 
32nd career double-dou-
ble, tied for second most 
in school history.
Johnson described what 
it was like to get a victory 
the last time she played on 
her home court.
“It was really exciting, 
it was really emotional,” 
Johnson said. “But to play 
with them one more time 
on this court really meant 
a lot, and to get the [win] 
meant extra for me.
“I’m really, really proud 
of our team for the way 
that they handled the situ-
ation, and I’m really ex-
cited that we got the win.”
Johnson has started all 
118 games in her career 
and has been a huge asset 
to the team all four years.
Coach Bill Fennelly talk-
ed about what it was like 
for him to see Johnson end 
her career on such a strong 
note.
“A lot  of  t imes  when 
you’re a senior you don’t 
have that moment,” Fen-
nelly said. “You’re pret-
ty nervous and thinking 
about how everything is 
the last... It was nice to see 
her finish the way she has 
done it so many times.”
T h e  C y c l o n e s  o n l y 
trailed by four points in the 
opening minutes before 
finishing the quarter on a 
19-4 run. Iowa State led by 
as many as 23 points and 
never let Oklahoma State 
come anywhere close to a 
comeback.
Redshirt junior guard 
Jadda Buckley also had 
an outstanding game for 
the Cyclones. Buckley fin-
ished the night with 15 
points, eight assists and 
six rebounds, and a per-
fect 7-for-7 from the free-
throw line.
Buckley sees no end to 
her team’s winning trends.
“ G o i n g  o n  t h a t  f i v e -
g a m e  w i n n i n g  s t r e a k , 
that’s pretty unreal,” Buck-
ley said. “But we can’t let 
up now, going into the Big 
12 tournament and try-
ing to get past that first 
round.”
Fennelly  was excited 
and proud of the way his 
team performed Monday 
night and talked about 
what’s making the team 
play so well at this point in 
the season.
“It’s incredible how hard 
they worked,” Fennelly 
said. “I challenged them 
three weeks ago to finish 
and we won our last five 
games in 13 days... I could 
not be more proud to be 
where we are.”
Monte Morris briefly paused Monday 
afternoon before recollecting all of the 
memories.
The four years of moments — both on 
and off the court — came flooding back 
to the star point guard’s mind inside at 
Hilton Coliseum ahead of Iowa State’s 
(19-9, 11-5 Big 12) game against Okla-
homa State (20-9, 9-7 Big 12) at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday — the last home game for seven 
Iowa State seniors.
He rattled off the obvious ones: his 
game-winning shot against Texas in the 
2014-15 Big 12 Tournament, the team’s 
two runs to the Sweet Sixteen and the 
numerous comebacks at Hilton Coliseum.
But he struggled to pinpoint just one.
“I got so many memories, man, that 
I could talk about with this program,” 
Morris said, his eyes wandering past two 
reporters.
The four seniors who spoke to reporters 
Monday — Morris, Naz Mitrou-Long, De-
onte Burton and Matt Thomas — shared 
Morris’ sentiment. 
It was just too hard to drudge up spe-
cific memories.
While it was difficult to pull up mo-
ments on cue, all of the seniors agreed 
that Tuesday night was going to be rife 
with emotion.
“[It’s] definitely an emotional feeling,” 
Thomas said. “Hopefully, I’ll be able to 
hold it together, at least until the end of 
the game. It’s going to be special. Lot of 
lifelong friendships here, especially with 
these guys that I’m going to be out there 
with.”
But the seniors will have to find a way to 
push those emotions to the side to focus 
on an Oklahoma State team that enters 
Tuesday’s contest on a tear.
After losing the first six games of the 
Big 12 season, the Cowboys have won 10 
of their last 11 games, including a victory 
against then-No. 7 West Virginia on the 
road.
“We’re not playing a bad team,” coach 
Steve Prohm said. “We’re playing a good 
team. So [senior night] will be emotional, 
but these guys will be ready to go.”
The Cyclones are on a tear of their own. 
They’ve won their last five games and six 
of their last seven contests dating back 
to a road win against then-No. 3 Kansas.
Iowa State entered the AP Top 25 for the 
first time in almost two months Monday, 
coming in at No. 24 after beating then-No. 
9 Baylor at home Saturday.
The last time around, in mid-January, 
Iowa State beat Oklahoma State 96-86. 
But the Cowboys have changed in various 
ways since then, particularly on defense, 
where they’ve allowed 70 points or fewer 
in three of their past four games.
One of the winning streaks will come to 
an end Tuesday night, and the Cyclones 
are determined to keep theirs. But the 
excitement of it has been a motivational 
force for Iowa State.
“You want to go into a game that’s 
pretty much going to be even between 
two teams — the two hottest teams in the 
Big 12 right now — and a lot of people are 
saying it’s them over us,” Mitrou-Long 
said. “We want to come out and have a 
fight because we knew we were underdogs 
and we knew we weren’t going to be given 
anything.”
The Cyclones have come a long way 
since the beginning of the season. They’ve 
gone through losses to underwhelming 
teams like Iowa and Texas, and they’ve 
failed to beat top-ranked teams when they 
had the chance.
Now Iowa State is playing some of its 
best basketball of the season. And the 
seniors have had a large hand in that.
“When we hit adversity, they could’ve 
bailed,” Prohm said. “This year, when we 
hit adversity, they could’ve bailed. Their 
character, their commitment to this pro-
gram has been second to none.”
That’s why when Hilton Coliseum says 
goodbye to the seniors Tuesday night, 
it’ll be especially emotional for Prohm 
and fans. 
They helped pass the torch from Fred 
Hoiberg to Prohm and grow the program 
into an annually competitive team.
“It ’s  just  funny how the tradition 
around this program really changed,” 
Morris said. “It’s good when you have 
fans that care about you when you win or 
lose. And when you lose, you hear about 
it. That means this program is in the right 
direction, and there’s definitely a tradi-
tion here.”
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Specials start @ 9pm Monday - Thursday $2 games of bowling and $2 shoe rental
•$1 walking 
tacos
•$1 chips 
and salsa
•$7 
domestic 
pitchers
•3.50 
jack/captain 
& cola
•$3 games of 
Laser Tag
•1/2 price 
appetizers
•$10 
buckets of 
Domestics
•ALL DAY•
•2 fer wells
•2 fer pizza 
slices
•Free Pool
•$4 for 6 
wings
• 2 for 1 
Domestic 
Draws
212 MAIN STREET. AMES IA   |    (515) 233-8500 
CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
Join us on 
October 9th to 
kick off our 
10 year anniversary
Music, Foosball, and a NEW 
Alluvial Beer!
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Watch students compete in Spring Break travel and geography. 
The winning trivia contestant will WIN A SPRING BREAK PACKAGE!
SPRING BREAK
TUNE IN LIVE!
on Facebook.com/IowaStateDaily at 7 p.m. 
WATCH LIVE FEB 28TH!
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Okie State in for senior night
Seanna Johnson shines on senior night
By Tyler.Julson
@iowastatedaily.com
By Luke.Manderfeld
@iowastatedaily.com
Maxwell Goldberg/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State point guard Monte Morris drives through the lane against Baylor on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. 
Jack MacDonald/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State guard Seanna Johnson attempts to save the ball from going out of bounds on Monday night at Hil-
ton Coliseum. The Cyclones beat Oklahoma State 61-48, earning their fifth-straight win to close out the season.
Oklahoma State 
vs. 
Iowa State
8 p.m. | Tuesday
Hilton Coliseum
Watch: ESPN2
Team Stats
Iowa State
FG: 22-64 (34%)
3FG: 4-16 (25%)
FT: 13-15 (87%)
Oklahoma State
FG: 20-79 (25%)
3FG: 1-19 (5%)
FT: 7-11 (63%)
“And often, weight loss is 
associated with those be-
haviors.”
Locker said that society 
creating rules of food con-
sumption can create stig-
mas around it.
“I think in general, food is 
really a kind of touchy sub-
ject for most of us,” Locker 
said.  “Food has become 
very moral in our society 
so good people have good 
eating habits, and when 
you have bad eating habits, 
there is a lot of shame and 
stigma around that.”
At least 30 million people 
of all genders and ages suf-
fer from an eating disorder, 
according to the National 
Association of Anorexia 
Nervosa and Associated 
Disorders. With the rise of 
communication and access 
to the media, there is also 
a connection between the 
media and eating disorders.
“At the time [of my eating 
disorder], I followed like 200 
fi tness Instagrams,” Glaser 
said. “I followed more fit-
ness accounts than I did 
my actual friends, so that’s 
what I was seeing every day. 
I would see people on there 
and be like, ‘OK, why don’t 
I look like this?’ And I think 
that played a huge role.”
During her junior year of 
high school, Glaser made 
the step to unfollow the ac-
counts and only keep three 
that really motivated her. 
It caused a “huge, different 
mindset change.”
“When you are looking at 
[Instagram] 24/7, you are 
comparing, even though 
people don’t mean to, they 
are comparing themselves,” 
Glaser said.
With the media having 
an influence on the rise in 
eating disorder statistics, 
the access to media can also 
have a positive effect on 
the recovery of eating dis-
orders. There are hundreds 
of blogs, YouTube videos 
and books about people 
sharing their experiences 
and stories.
“With gett ing better, 
media played a huge role 
in that, it can definitely 
be on both sides of the 
spectrum,” Glaser said. 
“When I was in high school, 
the Demi Lovato movie 
came out. She shared all 
the things about her eat-
ing disorder, and it was 
one of those things where I 
was like, ‘Oh my god, I love 
Demi,’ and she motivated 
me. So it defi nitely can play 
either way.”
One of the main goals of 
National Eating Disorder 
Awareness Week is to bring 
awareness to all types of 
eating disorders and break 
the stereotypes that people 
associate with eating dis-
orders.
“Just do your research, 
don’t be afraid to reach 
out,” Glaser said. “There is 
always someone out there 
who has  been through 
the same thing or is going 
through the same thing, so 
you shouldn’t feel so alone.”
Eating healthy while nav-
igating a busy student or 
work schedule can seem 
daunting at times, but it 
doesn’t necessarily have 
to be.
In order to make this eas-
ier, ISU Dining and the Cu-
linary Science Club teamed 
up to offer students and fac-
ulty a two-part workshop 
focused on intuitive eating, 
successful budgeting and 
effective meal planning and 
preparation.
The workshop began by 
discussing topics such as 
intuitive eating and meal 
planning. Christina Boehme 
and Courtney Smith, dietetic 
interns, hoped to equip par-
ticipants with skills that can 
be adapted and applied to 
their everyday lives.
“A lot of [students] who 
aren’t taking FSHN class-
es may not have cooking 
or meal planning skills, so 
we’re hoping that we can 
introduce skills to students 
to help prepare them for 
after college, or for after they 
move out of residence halls,” 
Boehme said.
Taylor Larosee, sopho-
more in pre-dietetics, at-
tended the workshop for 
the transition to shopping 
and cooking on her own 
next year.
“[I’m in a sorority right 
now], so learning how to 
grocery shop and meal prep 
on [my own] versus having 
someone do it for [me is 
important],” she said.
In order to effectively 
plan and budget for meals, 
Boehme and Smith gave 
various tips: signing up for 
store email lists and taking 
advantage of reward pro-
grams, avoiding shopping 
while hungry, making a list 
and sticking to it and pur-
chasing fresh produce while 
it is in season.
They recommend plan-
ning out meals at  least 
a  week in advance,  us-
ing  meal-prep calendars, 
browsing advertisements to 
plan meals around items on 
sale and practicing intuitive-
eating principles.
Some of the principles 
of intuitive eating that the 
workshop highlighted in-
cluded “honoring your hun-
ger and respect your full-
ness,” “reject the diet men-
tality,” “honor your feelings 
without using food” and 
“honor your health.”
“Lots of students, I feel 
like they have ideas from 
social media that focus on 
diets, but we’re trying to 
teach the concept of intui-
tive eating to get [individu-
als] to listen to themselves 
and see what they want to 
eat, and not just thinking 
food is good or bad,” Smith 
said.
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515-292-5050
www.uniqueames.com
2110 Cottonwood Rd. 
Pet friendly
Free parking w/ Garages Avaliable
Wine fridge
Washer/dryer
Granite counter tops
Stainless appliances
55” Mounted Smart-TV
All utilities paid except Electric
Free gym membership to AR&FC
All From $575/Bedroom!
AURORA HEIGHTS
Brand New Spacious Affordable Luxury
1 & 2 Bedroom Units Across from ISU 
Research Park
MORTENSEN HEIGHTS
EARLY LEASING SPECIAL
515-292-5050
www.uniqueames.com
• RENT ROLLBACKS
• $100 CASH SIGNING BONUS PER PERSON
• ONLY $100/PERSON DEPOSIT
• PET FEE WAIVED OR FREE GARAGE
• FREE GIFT CARD WITH TOUR
• DAILY RAFFLES FOR $250, ECHO DOTS, & HYVEE GIFT CARDS
FREE FOOD, DRINKS, RAFFLES, INCENTIVES
SPRING SPECIAL
5304 Mortensen Road
www.uniqueames.com515-292-5050
All from $595 $495/Bedroom!
JOIN US FOR AN OPEN HOUSE
OPEN
 
HOUS
E
FREE
GARA
GE
PET FEEWAIVED
Pet Friendly with On Site Dog Park
Stainless appliances and granite counter tops
55” Mounted SmartTV
Free gym membership to AR&FC
Free parking with garages available
All utilities included except electric
BRAND NEW 
SPACIOUS UNITS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8TH FROM 12:00-5:00
THURSDAY, MARCH 9TH FROM 3:00-7:00
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Culinary boot camp
By Jenna.Hrdlicka
@iowastatedaily.com
BIEDA p3
Maddie Leopardo/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State students and staff introduce themselves Monday during the first part of the Culinary Boot 
Camp. The camp also took place in the fall for students and faculty to learn basic culinary skills.
The second part of the boot camp will take place March 6 and will lead the group through the 
preparation of three meals, including beef and broccoli with Jasmine rice and fried bananas over 
ice cream. Participants will also learn various kitchen skills, including how to use kitchen equip-
ment such as knives and food thermometers.
EATING HEALTHY ON A BUSY SCHEDULE 
SNAPSHOT
Students, faculty 
learn how to eat 
healthy, save time
Ames
Nightlife
BEER  .  FOOD  .  BASKETBALL  .
134 Main St. Downtown Ames
515-612-4949
Whiskey River On Main
• 12” Hot Sandwiches
       • Pit Sticks 12” or 14”
           • Mozzarella Sticks
              • Classic Pizzas
    • Chicken Wings
    • Boneless Wings
    • Chicken Tenders
   • Jalapeño Poppers
     • Cold Coke Products 
   & Mountain Dew
Est.
1976
FRESH, FAST,  DELIVERY!
Call:  292-6600
• 82” HD TV
• 11 Large TVs
• 4 Pool Tables
• Clean, Comfortable
• Beer Ball    • Buck Hunter
• 20 Draft Beers
• 60 Bottle Beers
• 150 Liquors
• DJ Every Night
• Table Service Nightly
207 Welch Ave., Ames
2 great businesses under 1 roof!
Est.
1984
• Clocktower / Campustown
~~~~~
Thank youfor voting usBEST BAR2013
2014
2015
2016  ISU Student Choice
A Little Brit 
Different
Try our extensive collections of 
scotch. WHISKEY. bourbon.
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WHAT TO SAY 
WHAT TO SAY 
WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW
There they are, standing across the room, a ractive as can be. And here you are, trying to 
act natural, fi dgeting with your hair and trying to come up with an excuse to make a mad 
dash across no man’s land through a barrage of glances and “excuse me, coming through,” 
moments so you can introduce yourself.
The world of dating can be a war zone for those who are taciturn, and bars and parties 
are the front lines. And whether you’re a private or a seasoned vet, every soldier needs a 
weapon.
Here’s some pick-up lines you can add to your arsenal, but keep in mind that confi dence 
is key.
In his visit to campus last fall, David Coleman, known as the “Dating Doctor” — who 
speaks to college campuses nationwide about healthy relationships and dating advice 
— said that self-doubt is one of the biggest hurdles in 
relationships and meeting new people.
“You will not fi nd the right 
person until you are the 
right person,” Coleman 
said. “You’re a catch. 
That’s your new 
mantra.”
–Travis Charlson
    The Hello
Simple, easy to use and eff ective. You’re 
going to have to talk if you’re going to 
pick up any dates, and a good ol’ “how 
you doing?” almost always gets the ball 
rolling. Talk about what you like, what 
you don’t like, get to know each other. 
Just steer clear of conversation about 
your ex-lovers, medical conditions         
and dead relatives.
– Mike Burvee
Moonlight Express – This is a service courtesy of CyRide that runs from 10:30 p.m. to 3 
a.m. Fridays and Saturdays. The service is only available during the school year, from about 
August through May. Primary destinations and bus stop locations of the Express are 
Campustown, downtown, west Ames and southeast Ames
Having a good time is part of the college experience and staying safe is very important. 
If there’s a party nearby, consider walking, but if it’s farther away, try a diff erent service.
There’s more to the college experience than just athletics and academics. Having a social 
life is an important part of being a college student. Parties will occur and include alcohol, 
which can lead to potentially bad decisions. Here’s a brief overview of how to make sure 
you get around safely, whether you’re coming from a party or working late in one of the 
buildings on campus.
How to
at Iowa State 
GET HOME
SAFELY
Designated Driver – Another popular option students choose to use is having a designated 
driver. There can be pros and cons to this idea, and it doesn’t always work, but it’s still an option.
Uber or Taxi – This service is still considered relatively new and serves many towns across 
the country, including Ames. Uber is similar to a taxi service and can be requested using the 
Uber app. Several taxi services are available in Ames.
SafeRide ISU - The Department of Public Safety launched a new app called SafeRide 
that is an updated version of the Iowa State’s former safety escort service. The app can 
pinpoint your location through GPS and send the closest driver to you. SafeRide takes 
students to and from campus locations between the hours of 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. every night.
Walking – Walking home with a buddy in a well-lit area can help save you money and get 
a li le exercise in.
 square Test
What about that big midterm coming 
up? You have about eight weeks of class 
that you have to remember for that test. 
Do you have  time to study all of that 
material? You are here to learn, a er all.
 square Important personal things
Are your parents coming to visit this 
weekend? Your family ma ers, too. Maybe 
your signifi cant other is in town and 
wants to hang out for a bit. How about that 
date you have to get ready for
–Rich Stevens
 square Work
Do you have to work the next morning? 
What time do you need to wake up? 
How will your choices tonight aff ect 
your morning routine? Some things you 
defi nitely can’t aff ord to be late to.
 square Homework/papers
Have you even started that assignment 
that’s due on Tuesday? What about that 
paper you have to write? Do you have time 
set aside for school? Procrastination is a 
very hard habit to break. 
Things
to think about
before going out
It’s Friday night. You’ve had a hard day — no, a hard week — of class. Your friend texts 
you, “Hey, let’s go to Welch Ave tonight and get some drinks.” You are so ready for this. 
You deserve a night off . But then, halfway through typing your response, it hits you. 
That super important thing you have to do in the morning. Is it worth it? Before going 
out on the weekends, be sure to take into account just a few things:
